Touch Football Australia
Referee Endorsement for Subsequent Assessment – Badge Level 3 (Talent)
Referee Name: ….………………………………….. Match Division: ....................

Match Standard: ............... Assessment #: ………

Match Awareness and Positioning

NYR

R

Demonstrates a good knowledge of attack strategy, and positions accordingly in general play
Keeps "eyes on the ball" and moves with the ball to be in the next desired position

*

Is aware of and manages loose players well
Checks both sides for shooter(s), manages and communicates appropriately
Has a physical presence in the 7m line

*

Sets the 7m line consistently

*

Sprints the change of possession (i.e. 7m to 7m)

*

Match Management
Manages the “defensive player who makes the touch” to an on-side position well and at the appropriate
time
Consistently manages/controls the roll ball (no interference)
Manages the defensive players on the 7m and 10m (following the tap)

*

Played some advantage through pro-active/early communication to keep Match flowing
Manages physical play and takes appropriate action as and when necessary

*

Identifies and manages verbal conflict appropriately and with confidence
Clear, concise signals, whistle and explanations given with and for decisions so off-field Referees can
react quickly and set up the defensive line
Is not over officious or over Referee the Match with pedantic rulings

*

Establishes clear and audible communication with players

*

Displays an adequate knowledge of the rules and their application to the Match

*

Teamwork and Communication
Sets a 7m line reference point from off field position consistently

*

Provides support to on-field Referee
Builds a rapport with wingers and links to enhance teamwork

*

Communicates with realigning players (defenders) to assist on-field Referee with 7m control.
Communicates with the on-field Referee to keep players moving forward, off the Try Line
Is supportive and in sync with Referee team decisions

*

Adopts appropriate off field positions to assist with decision making
Referee Systems
Interchanges made with confidence

*

Communicates well on field entry

*

Demonstrates appropriate field entry positioning and establishes the 7m line early/quickly
Demonstrates an awareness of the sub box and manages players if required
Exits field at an angle to ensure the oncoming Referee can take early control
On exit maintains Match awareness to ensure management of any incident/assist on-field Referee

*

Try Line
Is close to Try situations and has a clear view of the ball and Touches at and behind the Try Line

*

Demonstrates a knowledge of attack strategy and positions accordingly on the Try Line
Responds to the long ball, moves accordingly to maintain sight and good proximity to the ball
Manages defenders within 7m of the Try Line (standoff) well
Assessors Note: To be deemed competent a Referee needs competency in all areas marked (*) above in a minimum of three (3)
matches at a Regional or State Level Competition. Matches are to be assessed by different Talent level Referee Coaches.
All CBA records are to be uploaded to “The Nest”
Feedback: Referee is of the standard to be Assessed for Level 3 Open

Probable - Ready for assessment
Senior

Possible - Not consistent yet
The Referee requires further experience/skills in the following areas: …………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Referee Coach Signature: ………………………… Referee Coach Name: ………………………
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